The Signals Network supports whistleblowers and helps coordinate international media investigations that speak out against corporate misconduct and human rights abuses. The Signals Network does not request, encourage or counsel potential whistleblowers to act unlawfully. In addition, The Signals Network does not receive information from whistleblowers; rather, whistleblowers share their information only with The Signals Network's partner media organizations.
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Tech Accountability Project (TAP)

We apply our EPIC approach to the tech industry to hold powerful interests accountable so the future of tech is in the public interest.

TECH WORKER ORGANIZERS
We support your work to increase worker power at tech companies. We provide informational resources, access to lawyers with employment specialization, best practices for safely speaking out, and networking with people who can amplify workers’ voices.

TECH WORKERS
Tell us what questions you have or what would increase your power to speak out against wrongdoing to help us create resources to empower thousands more like you. If you have already spoken out and are working with media, we can provide legal, psychological, and other support through our network of experts.

JOURNALISTS
If you are working with a source from a tech company, we can support you. Whether your source needs a lawyer, counseling, a safe house, or other services, we maintain a robust global network of protection and support for whistleblowers. We also can increase the impact of revelations by coordinating media investigations across platforms and geographic regions.

LAWYERS
We maintain a network of experts for whistleblowers—join us if you want to support public interest whistleblowers. Areas of need include preventing retaliation, talking through sensitive disclosures, navigating reward programs, and other services that improve the legal wellbeing of tech whistleblowers.